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The present is theirs; the future, for which 
I really worked, is mine. – Nikola Tesla
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TeslaTech, LLC reserves the right to make changes to this schedule without notice.

Wednesday · Aug 11
Session 1 (Evening)  •  An ExtraOrdinary Revelation
5:00PM: Paul R Price - Gravitational Propulsion ...
8:00PM: Conference Evening Social

Thursday · Aug 12
Session 2 (Morning) •  ExtraOrdinary Health Concepts
8:00AM:  Sue Whittaker - Application of Resonance on Bio-energy Fields
9:30AM:  Paul Opheim - Isoenergetic Cell Signaling... Understanding Energy Healing  
11:00AM: Robert Haralick - Measuring Water Treaments...   
Session 3 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary AntiGravity Technology
1:00PM: Lucian Ionescu PhD - Electro-Gravity: From Theory to Practice
2:30PM: Thad Mauney PhD - Replicating Biefeld Brown Effect with a Pendulum  
4:00PM: Russell Anderson - Testing and Optimizing Antigravity Devices   
Session 4 (Evening) 
7:00PM:  David Puchta-  Proton Spin Technology: Research & Demonstration 
8:30PM: Conference Evening Social 

Friday · Aug 13 
Session 5 (Morning) •  ExtraOrdinary Water Technology
8:00AM:  Glen Rein PhD - Water Consciousness...  Frontier in Quantum Healing
9:30AM:  George Wiseman -  Brown’s Gas Next Generation Applications 
11:00AM: Ralph Suddath- Hydreba Water Sytems...  Natural Cure for Red Tide
Session 6 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary Energy Technology
1:00PM:  Mark Sokol  - Validating Alternative Propulsion Systems 
2:30PM:  Dr. Thorsten Ludwig - ZPE... the Source of Free Energy and Magnetism
4:00PM: Moray King - The Cold Electricity Pulsing Tube of Edwin Gray
Session 7 (Evening) 
7:00PM: Phil Wilson - ExtraOrdinary Far Infrared Technology!!!  
8:30PM: Conference Evening Social 

Saturday · Aug 14
Session 8 (Morning)  •  Tesla’s ExtraOrdinary Concepts  
8:00AM:   Mike Gamble - Tesla’s Electric Car Power Supply... 2021
9:30AM:   Gary Peterson - Use of Tesla Coils for Wireless Transmission  of Electricity
11:00AM: Gary Peterson - Wireless Transmission by Zenneck Surface Wave 
Session 9 (Afternoon) • True Tesla Technology
1:00PM:  Vendors - Vendor Showcase
2:30PM:  Jeff Hayes - Nikola Tesla's ExtraOrdinary Clean Energy Solution
4:00PM:  Jeremiah Ferwerda - Nikola Tesla's Thermodynamic Transformer 
Session 10 (Evening) 
7:00PM:  Ralph Suddath- Introducing QEWB: Quantum Energy Wellness Bed
8:30PM:  Conference Evening Social  

Sunday · Aug 15
Session 11 (Morning)  • ExtraOrdinary Physics Concepts
8:00AM:  Michael D Meyers - Subself Revealed In Four Dimensions
9:30AM:  Michael Twichell - Mysteries of the Aether: Antigravity Secrets of the Ancients!
11:00AM: Suzanne O. Price - Visionary Engineering the Tesla Way

Pre Conference Workshop
Wednesday Afternoon

Aug 11 -- 1PM
Free Energy Technology
William Alek BSEE

DVDs Will Be 
Available After 

Conference!

2021 ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference
–––––––––  Crowne Plaza •  Albuquerque, NM •  August 11 - 15, 2021  ––––––––– 
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 Conference Lodging Facilities

Hotel Amenities
Special hotel amenities for 
  conference attendees include:
- Free Breakfast 
- Complimentary Drink 
- Free high speed internet 
- Clean, fresh, modern rooms
- Complimentary Self-Parking
- On-Site Fitness Center
- Free local calls
- Variety of restaurants 

Be sure to request our special 
2021 TeslaTech  

ExtraOrdinary Technology 
Conference rates! 

$7400 per night!!*
* $79 for 2 people

Hotel Reservations: 
(505) 884-2500
Use Code: TTE 

Conference 
Evening Social

Wed/Thu/Fri/Sat  
~8:30PM 

Meet  the Speakers   
... and New Friends!

Every night provides an opportunity to meet 
the speakers and other  attendees in a relaxed 
social setting. Its a great opportunity to make 
new friends that share your interests.  We 
even provide some refreshments!1901 University Boulevard NE  

Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 884-2500

Special rate expires June 30!!!

Wednesday Workshop • August 11  • Free Energy/OverUnity Wkshp

Crowne Plaza Albuquerque

Limited space...  
   Please register by June 30!
Limited space...  
   Please register by June 30!

All conventional transformers utilize a principle 
of transferring electrical energy called Faraday’s 
Law of Induction (1831), which permits a near 
equal amount of REAL AC Power to be trans-
ferred from the input coil to the output coil. This 
“near equal amount” is the result of imperfections 
or losses in the transformer causing the operating 

William Alek BSEE

Demonstrations of  Real
FREE Energy/OverUnity 
Electrical Technology 

Rewards 
Club

Sleep 
Advantage® 

Program

efficiency of the same transformer to approach, 
but never exceed 100%. These losses show up as 
wasted heat energy. 
Another type of transformer called a Split-Flux 
Inductor (SFI) / Transformer (SFT), embodied in 
US Patent 9620280B2 has efficiencies far exceed-
ing 100% due to its unique construction. Driven 
by AC Power applied to the single primary wind-
ing, the flux produced is split equally into two 
identical cores. Two secondary windings, set up 
an opposing flux action in a third core. This ac-
tion forces the input phase difference between the 
voltage and current to increase as a function of 
frequency. 
This phase difference can easily reach 90° caus-
ing the efficiency of the SFI / SFT to reach in-
finity. Increasing the frequency further causes the 
phase difference to go beyond 90° which in turn, 
causes the efficiency calculation to flip into the 
negative region. 
As part of the live workshop demonstration, all 
this is captured using a Tektronix TPS  2024B 
Isolated 4-Channel Oscilloscope in conjunction 
with customized software specifically developed 
to read the oscilloscope information, calculate 
and display the efficiency of the SFI / SFT device 
on a standard notebook pc. 
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ExtraOrdinary Books for 
  ExtraOrdinary Researchers!

by  Moray B. King

More titles located at:  www.teslatech.info

This book may contain the unify-
ing theory of physics. What is the 
Unifying Theory? It is an idea that 
will show the relationship between all energies 
and matter. That’s exactly what this book does, 
starting by classifying the basic characteristics 
of energy and matter. 
Building on these ideas, new models of the ele-
ments are introduced. We will show new ways 
of chemical bonding with new molecules in-
troduced. These ideas leads to heat and cold 
causes. Gravity is introduced as a completely 
new concept. Gravity is far easier to understand 
than you can imagine. This theory will introduce 
new concepts of sound, light, electricity and 
magnetism. All of this is tied together to give you 
a picture of how the universe really works. The 
simplicity of this theory will amaze you. (372pp)
400010-Particle Mechanics ........................ 24.95

––– Dannell Roberts –––
Theory of Energy States
Particle   Mechanics

Shipping /Handling Rates
1st Item: $8-US; $12-Can/Mex; $18-Other
Each Add’l Item: $2-US; $4-Can/Mex; $7-Other

Cars and generators, that seem to run on water? 
Sounds impossible! Yet inventors some times 
stumble across huge energetic phenomena, 
which they unwittingly attribute to hydrogen as 
they explore water electrolyzers, Brown’s gas, 
HHO and hydroxy. This book culminates ten 
years of research and discloses a surprising new 
explanation... In an engine’s combustion cham-
ber water nanobubbles or fog particles convert 
to microscopic ball lightning when subjected to 
a wide plasma abrupt electric discharge. For a 
few milliseconds thousands of tiny plasmoids 
manifest a huge anomalous force on the piston. 
The plasmoids self-accelerate due to their co-
herence with the quantum vacuum’s zero point 
energy. The behavior mimics a thunderclap. 
Herein offers a path for inventors: Just create 
the conditions of a thundercloud in an engine’s 
combustion chambers!. 
450004:  Water: Key to New Energy ........ $16.95 

Cavitating Electrolyzers & 
Zero-Point Energy 

Water: 
The Key to New Energy

ORDER TODAY
(520) 463-1994

The ability of multi-dimensional shapes to ma-
nipulate the local space energy is known as 
shape power. We are surrounded by natural 
and man-made shapes. From the remarkable 
geometry of the atomic and sub-atomic realm to 
the symmetrical beauty of flowers and seashells 
to the shape of planets and galaxies we find a ka-
leidoscope of shape which defines, in an infinite 
number of ways, our miracle universe. All of the 
natural shapes are the result of natural forces at 
work and, as such, are tuned into these natural 
forces because they are a part of these forces.
There are fields of study which are relatively 
unknown to the general public.  Some of the key 
early researchers into Shape Power and the more 
specific Pyramid Power include Pavlita, Belizal, 
Turenne, Drbal and Flanagan.
Practical Aether Engineering is accomplished 
in nature by the use of various geometric forms 
and patterns as witnessed in the fibonacci series, 
fractals, tiles, cones and tetrahedral shapes. 
Entomologist Phil Callahan has shown how 
insects and some plants use geometric shapes 
to collect and transmit electromagnetic and 
acoustic waves.
When one understands that Aether, being the ba-
sic substrate of the universe, can be manipulated 
to any degree as to produce all manner of energy 
and matter aggregations, it follows that everything 
is a result of Aether Engineering to various de-
grees. Basic shape control functions are proven 
using very sensitive electronic instruments and 
clairvoyants who acted as visual instruments to 
prove  aspects of SHAPE POWER.
590007:  ShapePower 2nd Edition ........... $29.95 

The fundamental discovery of 
how shape modifies undifferen-
tiated universal space energy, 
the æther, into electricity, mag-
netism, and nuclear forces

SHAPE POWER
NEW!!  -- Second Edition -- NEW!!

––– Dan Davidson –––
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Friday

Conference Evening Sessions ...

Phil Wilson

WednesdayWednesday  Aug 11 -5PM

Saunas have been used for centuries by all cultures 
for spiritual and body purification, for healing, 
and for achieving balance and optimum health. 
Research on far infrared light energy saunas began 
about 60 years ago in Japan. In 1987, the Relax 
Sauna Company was commissioned by a Japanese 
company to create a healing spa-like energy similar 
to the healing waters of southern Japan, out of 
electricity. It took 10 years for the Relax Sauna 
company, using semi-conductor chips, to find a 
way to filter out the near and mid infrared energies 
to generate a pure far infrared energy between 4-14 
microns.  Only this energy resonates with our water 
molecules and organic cells.  This major achieve-
ment to this day has not been duplicated. 
The Relax far infrared sauna increases core tem-
perature, employs principles of hyperthermia, and 
has a profound impact on the parasympathetic ner-
vous system, giving a euphoric feeling as well as 
feelings of great joy... not to mention pain relief!

ExtraOrdinary 
Far Infrared 
Technology!

Friday  Aug 13-7PM Saturday Aug 14 - 7PM

Thursday  Aug 12 -7PM

This presentation will dive into Nikola Tesla’s 
work in the development of a dynamic theory 
of gravity. How that theory helped to unify all 
“forces" by a definition of gravity as a effect of in-
teractions between states of matter that generate 
effects such as gravitational attraction by using a 
rotating electromagnetic field that coupled with 
a spinning mass generates gravity as the field 
collapses around matter.  The field in question is 
proto matter otherwise known as aether.
The presentation looks into work done by TT 
Brown, electrical engineer Gabriel Kron, and 
others who have shown the coupling of electro-
magnetic energy and the gravity. The presentation 
will end on a note dealing with the government’s 
cover-up of this technology and how toroidal 
physics can be used to generate unlimited energy 
and warp drive propulsion that will carry us off 
planet and seed the human race in the stars.

Ralph Suddath
The QEWB uses our body’s natural electricity to 
accelerate or improve wound healing, plus treat 
pain and inflammation in subcutaneous tissues. 
Inflammation is part of the immune response. It‘s 
a process that depends both on the physical actions 
of white blood cells and the chemicals that they 
produce: antibodies, cytokines, and the like. Over 
the last several decades, scientists have identified 
dozens of new immunological and inflammatory 
molecules and the pathways through which they 
interact. The loops and feedbacks of those path-
ways mean inflammation can be turned on and off 
in any number of ways. The problem comes when 
it is left on, for no apparent reason.
Using the bed allows its stored information to affect 
a biological system in a beneficial manner,  because 
of its quantum coherence effect. The bed helps 
“line up” the molecules in the body, in a more or-
dered way making the cells work better. This helps 
treat inflammation as well as other benefits. 

Proton Spin 
Technology  

Introducing QEWB: 
Quantum Energy 
Wellness Bed

Proton Spin Technology is a research and devel-
opment company that consistently demonstrates 
hydrogen and fusion reactions. Working fusion and 
hydrogen systems will the focus of the presentation 
with an emphasis on hands-on physical results. 
This is the doorway to a fossil-free future!
Throughout the conference they will be running 
demonstrations   featuring high pressure electroly-
sis Hydrogen Injection Systems. Included will be 
the HydroMe TrueFuel Cells Hydrogen Injection 
System {This is not HHO} . Additionally, there 
will be a DeLovley Fusion demonstration all week 
with blowing and flowing steam. Cherry red hot 
electrodes using 20 gage wires will be carrying 
milliwatts with thousands of BTU's output.
Attendees are encouraged to bring their own 
meters and test equipment for the week-long run-
ning demonstrations to see extraordinary results 
for themselves!

Research & 
Demonstration 

David Puchta

 A new propulsion 
methodology!!!

Paul Richard Price 

Gravitational 
Propulsion
in a fluid membrane 
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Thursday  Aug 12• Session 2 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Health Concepts

During our lifetime medicine has been dominated 
by pills, tablets, and injections of drugs coursing 
through our circulatory systems to try and treat 
or cure some affliction. However, there is a paral-
lel older field of medicine which is based on a 
neuroenergetic response that is nonmolecular. 
Practitioners of acupuncture, qigong, neigong, 
homeopathy, and energy healing understand we 
are manifestations of energy. How does this ener-
gy translate into the medical world when dealing 
with chronic afflictions? 

Paul Opheim

The interest in programmable, vibrational medi-
cine (PVM) is growing with an increasing number 
of versions hitting the market and making great 
claims. Some of these are better than others, so 
there are things you need to know to help you 
get the benefits you want. PVMs come from a 
breakthrough in science and medicine achieved 
through the application of three principles to a 
concept foreseen by Nikola Tesla: non-chemical 

medicines. PVMs stem from the observably real 
power of intentions (e.g. speaking kindly to plants 
helps them grow), morphogenesis (universal prin-
ciples that guide the dynamics of growth in living 
organisms) and particle entanglement of quantum 
physics that allows “these particles” to act like 
“those particles”).
Now, an enhancement for the use and effective-
ness of PVMs is possible through the bioresonant 
frequencies of the Qest4 technology. This makes it 
possible to apply the specific bio-energy patterns of 
complex resonant signatures discovered and used 
in Russia for over 40 years. We are also seeing 
adaptions for using PVMs coming from the fields 
of radionics and even intercessory prayer. Many 
well known and ancient principles and practices 
can be combined in this new way.

Since 1995, with our first published study using 
nonmolecular frequencies of human growth fac-
tors to our current clinical study for post traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD), we have shown that the 
body is capable of responding to specific molecu-
lar energy frequencies. We examine: 
  1) the various cell signaling factors that tell cells how to 

divide, differentiation, migrate, interact and die 
  2) why signaling imbalances cause physical symptoms 
  3) examples of cell signaling imbalances that give rise 

to afflictions ranging from PTSD to Parkinson’s to 
pneumonia  

  4) how signaling frequencies can be used to induce 
corrections in cell signaling and give rise to healing 
without adverse side effects. 

Together we will explore how energetic medicine 
is continuing to emerge as significant ‘wave’ of 
the future for health.

Understanding 
Energetic Healing!

Water can be treated in many ways. But does the 
treatment produce a measurable effect in the wa-
ter? We gathered together instrumentation that is 
available off the shelf to use in our experiments. 
Using stringent adherence to established proce-
dures, we found that it is the case that different 
bottled waters have different measurable proper-
ties when measured by this group of instruments.
We demonstrated that not only do different waters 

Robert M. Haralick

measure differently, but different water treat-
ments by different magnet arrangements and/or 
by different laser wavelength treatments measure 
differently. We hypothesize that this is due to the 
water being structured differently.
We treated water with three different kinds of 
magnet arrangements. In each case, the water 
is put in the center of a ring magnet which is 
magnetized in different ways. We used an axial 
polarization, then a radial polarization and finally 
a circumferential polarization. The magnetic field 
is entirely contained within the ring magnet. The 
water that is placed in the center of the ring is only 
exposed to the vector potential field of the mag-
netization. The vector potential field is known to 
change the spin on electrons. We show that each 
of these different treatments produces measure-
able differences using our instruments.

Application of 
Resonance on 
BioEnergy
 Fields

Sue Whittaker

Isoenergetic 
Cell Signaling...

Using  
Different Wavelength
Lasers and Different 

Magnet Configurations

Measuring Water 
Treaments
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Odd electrical effects led T. Townsend  Brown to 
believe he had discovered a connection between 
strong electric fields and gravity... an antigravity 
effect. Looking for a possible violation of New-
ton’s third law of motion (regarding equal and op-
posite reaction) French physicist Patrick Cornille 
was intrigued by TT Brown’s discoveries and de-
vised an electrically charged bifilar pendulum. He 
found a lateral force displacing the sensitive pen-
dulum, appearing to be without counterforce.
We replicated Cornille’s pendulum experiment 
and have observed displacement of the pendulum. 
These measurements confirm Cornille’s report: a 
lateral force of a few grams appears when 25 to 30 
kV is applied to the pendulum. With this result T. 
Townsend Brown’s electrohydrodynamic (EHD) 
results are once again confirmed. This, along with 
recent journal publications, fully vindicate Brown 
and Biefeld’s reports of EHD phenomena!
With expanded instrumentation we also explore 
whether the electrified bifilar pendulum might 
exhibit electrogravitic phenomena distinct from 
EHD effects.  Minor adaptations of our appara-
tus let us also examine asymmetric capacitors and 
electrified disc thrusters.

Thursday  Aug 12 • Session 3 (Aft) • ExtraOrdinary Electrograv Tech

Various types and classes of antigravity devices 
and systems require testing and optimization 
for maximum effect with minimum expense and 
power-input. By their very nature, most antigrav-
ity devices are energy efficient. Free Energy and 
Over-Unity devices are the most efficient forms of 
motion and flight known. The Biefeld Brown, Ch-
eurkov,  Grebennikov, OT Carr, and Searl devices I 
built are optimized and controlled using very spe-

cific testing procedures and adjustment of various 
parameters. Using standard laboratory techniques, 
protocols, and procedures, we can achieve dynamic 
counterbary (antigravity) with a much smaller elec-
trical input than it takes to fly conventional electric 
vehicles which move air or cause pressure differ-
ences on upper and lower surfaces of aerodynes 
using the Bernoulli or Henri Coanda principles to 
achieve VTOL hovering flight.  
Antigravity Devices are primarily electrical or 
ELECTRODYNAMIC in nature, independent of 
air or fluid media.  Specific procedures and tech-
niques are elucidated and expanded upon to record 
data and parameters for getting any artificial grav-
ity device flying with a minimum of power-input 
and tinkering. Several different antigravity devices 
will be at the conference for close examination... 
some operational, some still under development!

Electromagnetism, as a classical field theory, 
naturally includes gravity, provided we “upgrade” 
Newton’s Force to a Lorentz force, and we al-
low Maxwell charges. LaViolette’s subquantum 
dynamics GXY model anticipates this, and it is 
implicit in the Standard Model which yields a uni-
versally attractive force (Gravity!), much weaker 
than EM due to chaotic orientations of protons … 
unless we polarise it! 
This report explores what gravitets are, and 
speculates on obtaining gravitets by slowly crys-
tallizing materials with the “G” in one direction. 
EM dynamically induced gravito-magnets are the 
analogs of electromagnets, where the alignment is 
obtained via rotating EM fields. In support of this 
we recall abundant evidence due to Searl (rotating 
magnets), Grebennikov (natural gravitets) and 
Hutchison (artificial). 
In the 1990s, Russian entomologist Viktor Greben-
nikov uncovered something remarkable while 
examining the wings of beetles. He found the wings 
exhibit antigravity phenomena and beetles don't 
actually fly, but levitate... this would be impossible 
without Earth's magnetic fields. The crazy part? He 
attached hundreds of beetle wings to a platform, 
devised a controller, and , was able to get 3-6 feet 
off the ground and travel at high rates of speed.

Lucian M. Ionescu PhD

Replicating the  
Biefeld-Brown
Effect with a 
Cornille 
Pendulum

Testing and 
Optimizing 
Antigravity 
Devices 
 Russell Anderson

Electrogravitics 
From Theory 
to Practice

Thad Mauney PhD
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Friday  Aug 13 • Session 5 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Health Concepts

Working with Brown’s Gas since 1986, George 
Wiseman developed practical technology that 
optimized a number of various Brown’s Gas ap-
plications (fuel saving, torch fuel-gas, radioactive 
neutralization, etc). In 1996 a ‘WaterTorch’ cus-
tomer claimed he had cured a melanoma using 
Brown’s Gas.  Wiseman shared this information 
with other customers and many of them tried it 
on their various ailments, and they reported as-

New Frontiers 
in Quantum  Healing

Glen Rein PhD

Water 
Consciousness

Water has the remarkable ability to store informa-
tion about thoughts, objects and energy fields to 
which it has been exposed. Although this is well 
known for water in a jar, little is known about 
how water in the body behaves when exposed to 
such physical and energetic entities. This lecture 
will examine the differences between bio-water 
and other waters in terms of their coherence and 
structuring. This will be presented in terms of the 
physical, chemical and electrical properties of 
different types of waters, but also in terms of their 

ability to store information. Original research will 
be presented on a particular type of structured bio-
water which is known to have remarkable healing 
properties. 
If water is capable of storing various forms of 
subtle energy, including the energies of conscious-
ness, then perhaps water is a conduit of conscious-
ness or perhaps water may BE consciousness. In 
this context bio-water will be discussed in terms 
of its ability to interact with and store subtle light 
energy and consciousness itself. In light of the fact 
that water surrounds every cell and every molecule 
in our body, bio-information can also be stored in 
water. If the totality of all stored information in 
the body can be considered a type of conscious-
ness, what happens when consciousness-informed 
biowater surrounds DNA. Information transfer 
between water and DNA will be discussed in terms 
of health and disease.

Brown’s Gas 
Applications 

George Wiseman

tonishing results back. They convinced George to 
build Brown’s Gas machines that were optimized 
for health applications. 
Brown’s Gas is a MIXTURE of several variations 
of hydrogen and oxygen, including a negatively 
charged cold plasma form of water he named 
Electrically Expanded Water (ExW).  ExW works 
synergistically with hydrogen to make hydrogen 
more therapeutic.
Hydrogen is literally our most important nutrient; 
comprising 62% (by volume) of the average hu-
man body.  But hydrogen is a FOOD and is inert 
by itself. Hydrogen cannot do anything without 
energy. Most sick people have compromised en-
ergy generation systems and have used up their 
energy reserves.  ExW provides bio-available en-
ergy that helps the body use hydrogen for healing 
and health. 

The Next 
Generation 

Recent advancements in science have shown that 
water molecules have a “memory”...  the ability to 
store and share information imparted upon them 
by the natural forces they come into contact with. 
More succinctly stated, water is an energy-seeking 
substance that picks up frequencies from minerals, 
chemicals, and other substances it contacts. 
In Lake Okeechobee, existing pollutants have 
established an “unnatural” water memory with an 
altered pH, and a higher surface tension than natu-
ral water. It attracts, and is susceptible to growth of 

unhealthy bacteria, algae, and fungus. Hydreva's 
patented vortex frequency resonance technology 
removes negative “frequencies” of the water so it 
can receive new energies.  Changing field pertur-
bations within the water raises the overall energy 
level of water molecules  enabling them to absorb 
more dissolved oxygen.  The energy enhanced wa-
ter rapidly influences the indigenous populations of 
bio-beneficial microorganisms to flourish. 
Unlike other technologies, the Hydreva device 
is not just a bunch of magnets to create strong 
magnetic fields which can be averse to biology. 
Hydreva devices are set up with a beneficial field 
strength specifically designed not to negatively in-
terfere with biology by programming our device’s 
magnetic microspheres to induce both left and 
right-hand vortex spins. They are also  electrically 
imprinted with spiral antenna which transmit (but 
do not erase) the beneficial properties to water.

Hydreva 
Water 

Sytems  
Ralph Suddath

Natural Cure for Red Tide
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Friday  Aug 13 • Session 6 (Aft) • ExtraOrdinary Energy Tech

In 1976 Edwin V. Gray won the prestigious in-
ventor of the year award for his “Pulsed capacitor 
discharge electric engine,” US 3,890,548 (1975). 
Here was an electric motor that provided power 
with appreciable torque whose electric magnet 
coils remained cool while it ran. Moreover, there 
were rumors of “free energy” because the batter-
ies driving the circuit were recharged by electric 
pulses returned to them. Gray suffered ruthless 
suppression and was found dead at his shop in 
Sparks, Nevada in 1989.
In the 1980s it was disclosed that the electric mo-
tor was not driven by capacitor discharges but 
rather by pulsing from a special tube that emitted 
voltage spikes of “cold electricity.” Two patents 
identical in text and figures were granted, but the 
claims of the second patent stressed the impor-
tance of multiple cylindrical charged grids sur-
rounding the positive split anode. The circuit pe-
riodically discharged unidirectional sparks across 
the anode gap. Polarized glow plasma in the 
region between the grids responded with a snap 
action that launched a vacuum polarization (or di-
electric “aether”) pulse onto inductive coils. The 
pulse would propagate in the region surrounding 
the coils, which excited them with power!
It is simply amazing that such a simple tube could 
manifest such unusual excessive energy.

Various methods of achieving the near magical 
effects exhibited by flying saucers have been 
proposed over the years. Many of these come 
from highly accredited academic sources such as 
Fredrick Alzofon 1981 paper “Antigravity with 
Present Technology” while others are a bit more 
speculative and fringe. Falcon Space and affiliates 
concentrate on lab ready theories that have not yet 
been fully investigated by other researchers that 
can possibly explain how UAP operate. 
Some of the more prominent theories currently 
being investigated include...

• Dynamic Nuclear Orientation (Alzofon)
• Frolovs Hat
• Banduric complex HV fields.
• TT Brown Gravitator.
• Mercury Vortex Engine.
• Complex Gyroscopic motion device.
• Podklenov Gravity Impulse
• Poher Gravity Impulse
• Laser beam deflection
• Electrets
• Boyd Bushman magnetic Beamer

And more !
A short update will be given on each experiment 
as well as the challenges and future variations we 
have planned.... ad astra!

The Cold 
Electricity 
Pulsing Tube 
of Edwin Gray

 Moray B KingMark Sokol 

Validating
Alternative 
Propulsion 

Systems 

The Source
of Free Energy
and Magnetism

Zero point energy is the sea of energy that we 
live in. The quantum energy fills everything from 
empty space to matter. All particles, waves, sys-
tems and even space itself are pervaded with this 
energy. These quantum fluctuations hold matter 
together, give rise to the magnetic moment of el-
ementary particles and to magnetism in general. 
Zero point energy could be the power source of 
the future using quite a few theoretical and ex-
perimental approaches to harnessing this energy 
from the quantum field. 

New physics shows that the quantum energy of 
space, zero point energy, is the power that leads 
to and sustains magnetism.  A number of experi-
ments and ideas on how to extract energy from 
the quantum field will be presented including  
information on the famous Hans Coler Current 
Generator that produced 6 kw in the 1940s. Addi-
tionally, the working replication of Hans Coler’s 
Magnetic Current Apparatus will be highlighted.
Another well established zero point energy effect 
is the Casimir effect. Casimir predicted that zero 
point energy can be converted into a force with 
simple metal configurations. This extraordinary 
force can be used for next generation propulsion 
as well as for generating electric power. Latest 
studies also included energy extraction in wa-
ter plasma. Be prepared for a wild ride into real 
science theory, experiments and actual device ef-
ficiency measurement. 

Zero Point Energy 

Dr Thorsten Ludwig 
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Nikola Tesla’s 
Electric Car 

Power Supply
 --- 20 21 ---

Michael Gamble
There are numerous stories about Nikola Tesla’s 
fabled electric powered Pierce-Arrow car. If the 
stories are factual, then sound engineering should 
be able to reproduce it. In the past, it was dem-
onstrated that a working demo model could be 
reverse engineered and built from those stories.  
The “Series Resonate” and “Dual Resonate” 
system demo models I built and documented at 
TeslaTech 2018 and 2019 both showed a large 
increased resonate efficiency (30% to 90%).  If the 

numbers are correct the resonate “Q-factor“ still 
has to be increased more to achieve a self running 
standalone resonate system 
I know of two ways to increase the "Q" factor of 
a resonate system.  The first method is to increase 
the reactive component by adding a large (10x) 
inductor in series with the motor impedance. I 
built and documented a working “Series Resonate” 
demo model of this method and presented it at the 
TeslaTech 2018 conference. The second method is 
to decrease the real component by removing the 
motor impedance from the resonate circuit. The 
motor is now bridged between two out of phase 
resonate circuits.  The preliminary numbers indi-
cate this “Dual Resonate” system should increase 
the system "Q" factor even more.  Tesla stated 
that his resonate systems ran near unity (99.8%) 
but not over it!  

From the starting point of the commercial iron 
core induction coil transformer this presenta-
tion tells the story of Tesla’s development of the 
World Wireless system transmitter over the years 
between 1891 and 1936.  His original improve-
ment of the commercial coil driver circuit, and 
improvements to the transformer itself resulted in 

Wireless Power
Transmission 
by Zenneck 
Surface Waves

Gary Peterson

the high-potential, high-frequency induction coil 
bearing his name... the Tesla Coil. 
Tesla coil circuits were used commercially in 
spark gap radio transmitters for wireless teleg-
raphy until the 1920s. Tesla experimented with 
numerous configurations using two, sometimes 
three, coupled resonant electric circuits.  These 
circuits were used  for innovative experiments 
in electrical lighting, phosphorescence, X-ray 
generation, electrotherapy, and ultimately the 
transmission of electrical energy without wires. 
Demonstrations include operation of Ford “buzz 
box” automobile ignition spark coil, single wire 
operation of light/motive devices connected to 
a high frequency induction coil, and wireless 
transmission by electrostatic induction using an 
ungrounded dual terminal Tesla coil transmitter.  
The latter foretells development of the “disturbed 
charge of ground and air” wireless method. 

The use of guided electromagnetic waves for the 
wireless transmission of electrical energy has long 
been the subject of scientific investigation.  While 
attention is presently focused on the near-field 
inductive and far-field radiative techniques there 
is ongoing interest in the possibility of using a ter-
restrial transmission mode for wireless telecommu-
nications and power transfer.  Surface wave theory 
development is provided, along with comments on 
the functionality of Tesla’s original designs.  

Saturday  Aug 14  • Session 8 (Morn) •  Tesla’s ExtraOrdinary Concepts

The Use of 
Tesla Coils for
 the Wireless 
Transmission
 of Electricity
Gary Peterson

Apparatus for the collection of Tesla wireless 
system performance data is described. The basic 
“Tesla wireless system” with elevated charge ter-
minal and ground terminal electrodes, and symbols 
representing the generic transmitter excitor-driver 
and generic receiver load are shown.  Comments 
are made on the one wire transmission with a 
ground return circuit leading to the true Tesla 
wireless system.  Propagation modes are discussed, 
including the terrestrial Zenneck surface wave, the 
Corum brother’s experimental verification, and 
NIST-traceable documentation of Tesla’s 1899 
surface wave propagation phenomenon.  Demon-
strations include power transmission by one-wire 
with ground return, atmospheric conduction with 
ground return, and wireless transmission between 
two ground terminals.  Simulation of independent 
ground terminal electrodes is achieved by access-
ing the building’s electrical ground system. 
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Not all of the new and exciting technologies make 
it on stage. Often, some of the best technologies 
are in the expo area. As a feature, we allow the 
vendors an opportunity to give a 5-10 minute 
presentation on the products that they brought to 
the conference.  This activity is restricted to the 
vendors who are not speaking at the conference. 

Demonstration to be held at  Conference!
Feedback will be welcomed!

Vendor ShowcaseVendor Showcase

Saturday  Aug 14 • Session 9 (Aft) • True Tesla Technology

Tesla's extraordinary Century Magazine article, 
The Problem of Increasing Human Energy, intro-
duces the concept of using a variety  of natural 
ambient sources of energy. Tesla emphasized that 
the key to all energy production was temperature 
differentials. He explored the earth depths as a 
heat source, and then the upper atmosphere as a 
heat sink. Tesla also examined solar... while he 
was enthusiastic over its potential as a power 
source he noted there needed to be a way to store 
the energy at night. In the end, all lacked a proper 
transformer to convert the ambient energy into 
usable power. It was later in his life that Tesla 
was able to develop the ultimate thermodynamic 
transformer... the Tesla turbine. 
Jeremiah takes over where Tesla left off. One 
of the issues raised was the storage of energy. 
While solar energy is plentiful as heat, it is 
there only during the day. One of the best heat 
storage mediums in the world is water as can be 
seen by the effects on weather by large bodies of 
water.   Combining the unique thermodynamic 
characteristics of Tesla's bladeless turbine and 
the heat absorption characteristics of a water/
ammonia mixture, Jeremiah has been able to 
develop a sustainable energy system capable of 
extracting and storing from every medium he has 
studied. This presentation is accompanied by an  
extraordinary live demonstration! 

Most are not aware that today we are using only a 
fraction of Tesla's patented hardware. Developed in 
the late 19th and early 20th century, Tesla's energy 
plan developed an engine to provide affordable 
energy. Revealed here is Tesla's real energy solu-
tion, that has, by design, escaped both public and 
professional awareness.
Tesla discovered a new mechanical principle--
something as fundamental as James Watt's dis-
covery of the expansive power of steam -- by the 
use of which it became possible to build a motor 
produces ten horse power for every pound of the 
engine's weight. This motor is so implicitly simple 
in design that the veriest novice in mechanics could 
construct it and so elemental that it could not pos-
sibly get out of repair. It can be run forward or 
backward at will so it could be used as either an 
engine or a pump. It cost almost nothing to build 
as compared with any other known form of engine, 
utilized a larger percentage of the available power 
than any existing machine, and, finally, it would 
operate with gas, steam, compressed air or water, 
any one of them, as its driving power... or pump 
any fluid without shearing forces.
It does not take a mechanical expert to imagine the 
limitless possibilities of such an engine. It takes 
very little effort to conjure up a picture of a new 
world of industry and transportation made possible 
by the invention of such a device.

Nikola Tesla's 
ExtraOrdinary
Clean Energy  

Solution 
Jeff HayesJeremiah Ferwerda

Nikola Tesla’s 
Thermodynamic 
Transformer 
A Practical Demonstration

TeslaTech Online Membership Archives!

NEW!!!!

––– Featuring TESLA TECHNOLOGY! ––– 
Advanced Energy Concepts and Devices, Magnetic 
Motors, Health Supplements, Alternative Medicine, 

other SUPPRESSED information! 
On Demand Streaming of Conference DVDs
2013 - 2017 ET Conferences available

•••  More conferences to be added soon •••
Future Features...

Digitized Backissues • Digitized Books
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Sunday  Aug 15• Session 11 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Challenges

Antigravity  Secrets
of the Ancients!

Suzanne Price
 ... the Tesla Way

Visual noise, that double vision aspect of our paral-
lax stereo view, seen both before and behind the 
focal plane, actually reveals an innate capability for 
viewing 4 dimensional imagery in temporal space. 
Found as patterns, who's very existence is a direct 
consequence of intersecting paths of light. Those 
photons join and/or intersect on a plane where they 
magically generate patterns that are eventually 
absorbed by the eyes and rejoined.
We humans have the inherent ability to perceive 
and discern cross-sectional patterns of light. Those 
of us who are blessed with stereo sight and the 
ability to hyperVue can visualize "temporal masks" 
and view them in hyperspace. A simple exercise 
revealed during the presentation, will illustrate the 
process your mind uses to reconcile the data your 
eyes absorbs including higher dimensional vistas
At present, higher dimensional vistas are over-
whelmingly ignored as visual noise. At worst they 
are dismissed as dangerous, which  has been vital 
for the survival of the hunter/gatherer. From our 
most ancient of primal ancestors we are condi-
tioned by our physical 3D surroundings to ignore 
and even reject 4DX patterns. To be clear, those im-
ages are not imagined nor are they optical illusions. 
They exist in 4-dimensions and are visualized by 
stereo ocular entities in "temporal space" whether 
one chooses to acknowledge them or not...

Subself  
Revealed 

In Four 
Dimensions

 Visionary 
Engineering

Mysteries
of the 

Aether

Can anyone enhance their own innate abilities 
and intelligence to continue exploring the vision 
Nikola Tesla aspired to 100 years ago? Science 
suggests we all possess the potential to tap into 
our inner knowledge and super-consciousness. 
The question remains, how?  
Tesla, one of the most celebrated 20th century 
geniuses, received brilliant insights that helped 
him design and construct numerous inventions 
that catapulted the world into the modern era. He 
had a natural ability to tap into the realm of 4D 
information. His extraordinary visions enabled 

him to “see” an alternative future utilizing subtle 
energies and to completely imagine how inspired 
inventions operated before ever creating blue-
prints or devices. 
It is possible to enhance one’s ability to enter 
subtle information streams for creative solutions. 
First, it is necessary to understand the basics of 
how energy works in subtle and material realms 
including within human beings – the “wheelwork 
of Nature,” as Tesla called it. Many inventors are 
able to do that. One can also learn to access the 
‘consciousness information stream’. Based on 
insights from the latest theories of energy and hu-
man awareness, we explore techniques to prepare 
one to tap into the super-conscious stream of col-
lective intelligence to imagine new perspectives, 
invent or improve free energy devices, or solve 
perplexing engineering problems. Here, we will 
examine a variety of extraordinary techniques to 
explore one’s own visionary genius.

Michael Meyers
Rejecting the empty space paradigm as bunk, Mike  
travels back into time using the aether model to 
explore nuances of the ancient knowledge of the 
aether.  Learn how the aether not only explains 
current day science, opens the door to an antigrav-
ity reality! This exploration of an age-old quest, 
transcends both space and time and brings us to 
our original paradigm, the aether!
In the midst of WWII, Hitler sent his scientists to 
India to research the ancient flying technology of 
the Vimanas. The legendary Nazi Bell is the cul-
minate result of their frantic search.  Based on the 
mercury vortex engine, many believe that Viktor 
Schauberger (the water wizard) may have been 
the driving factor...
However, Twichell's interpretation of the Kund-
alini Yoga leads him to believe that the design of 
the mercury vortex engine is hidden in its writings! 
Reading between the lines, This book on Kundalini 
Yoga was plump full of details on the mercury vor-
tex design, much like many parts of the Bible can 
be interpreted from a modern physics viewpoint in 
a fairly literal sense. If you have ever read a book 
on the Chakras, you would have found that the 
overcomplexity of the descriptions is noteworthy, 
and the reason for this seemingly unnecessary 
complexity is that is in fact IS A DESIGN for an 
antigravity device!!! 

Michael Twichell

Tesla – Power the World, graphic courtesy of James Anshutz
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 Name:

 Address:

 City:     State:   Zip:

 Country:    Phone:

 E-Mail:

Conference  PreRegistration Rates
 Type Attendee Rate # Att Cost
 Member/Nonmember $ 399.95
 Spouse $ 349.95 
 Students $ 299.95
 Teens (19 and under) FREE
 Wed Workshop $ 49.95

Exp:Acct #:

Conference Notes:
• Video Recordings.  DVDs will 

be available during and after the 
conference.  Private taping is not 
allowed. Conference fees do not 
include DVDs. 

•	Family Discounts.  Spouse 
rates  available  to  immediate fam-
ily accompanied by members. 

•	 Individual Sessions. Indi-
vidual session rates are available 
at the door on a space available 
basis only.

• Hotel: Crowne Plaza... includes 
free breakfast, free internet, and a 
free drink. This IS the best price/
service combination possible and 
convenient..  

 Make your reservations early 
at TeslaTech's  special group rate 
starting at $74 per nite. 

• Refund Policy.  Exchange 
only.. no cash refunds. Service 
fee of $25 on all refunds. Refund 
credit for goods/services offered 
by TeslaTech only.

 Cancellations after Jul 31, 2021 & 
“No Shows” are non-refundable 

Total:
— Discount:

TT  Membership:

Subtotal:

Total:

Conference Fees:

$35.00--US  •  $40.00--Can/Mex  •  $60.00 --Elsewhere    

Send check/money order  in 
United States funds  to:
TeslaTech, LLC
400 N Major Ave #824
Henderson, NV 89015

TeslaTech Membership Rates
Discounts do not apply to Membership Rates!

List spouse/student/additional attendees:

  

Or CALL 
(520) 463-1994 with your  MASTERCARD, or VISA order!

Albuquerque, NM •  August 11- 15

Door  subject to
 space availability!

• Tesla Technology 
• Tesla Coils 
• High Energy Physics
• Scalar Technology  
• Alternative Energy 
• Fuel Saving Products 
• Alternative Medicine
• New Health Products
• Extreme Physics 

Nikola Tesla  set the stage for unparalleled technological advances in the 
20th Century and the new millennium. In the tradition of Tesla, many of 
our researchers will be presenting  new concepts that go against the status 
quo.  Speaking slots are limited with priority going to those who have  
WORKING HARDWARE!  We challenge you to come and see many 
of these advanced concepts demonstrated at this conference.... many of 
them are so unbelievable, you have to see them for yourself!!! 
Get	inside	technical	information	you	won’t	find	on	the	internet!

ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference

TeslaTech Member 
Register Discounts
•30% - before Apr 30
•25% - before May 31
•20% - before Jun 30 
•15% - before Jul 31

CVC:

Register by May 31, 2021 for 25% Discount on Registration!

2021
Information so HOT... it NEEDS to be Suppressed! 

Conference Early PreRegistration Form
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